- See page 2 for detailed wiring.
1. See page 3 for relevant controller system configuration settings.
3. Controls and outdoor sensor can be wired or wireless.
7. Optional for heat meters.
17. Rotary Isolator must be situated outside of the Protective Zone
19. Cooling mode coding resistor - Required for ASHP cooling functionality
21. 3rd Party cooling demand is created via closed link on ME & Zone input.
1. See page 3 for relevant controller system configuration settings.
2. Controls and outdoor sensor can be wired or wireless.
3. Optional for heat meters.
4. Heat Pump Interface
5. Heat Pump 1
6. See page 2 for detailed wiring.
7. - 3rd Party cooling demand is created via closed link on ME & Zone input.
17. Rotary Isolator must be situated outside of the Protective Zone.
19. Cooling mode coding resistor - Required for ASHP cooling functionality.

Appliance(s): 1x aroTHERM Mono, ----
Control(s): 1x sensoCOMFORT
HTG. Circuit(s): 1x RAD - 3rd Party (Heat Only), 1x FCU - 3rd Party (Heat & Cool),
Domestic Hot Water: 1x Cylinder

Vaillant Group disclaimer: This drawing is supplied for information and general guidance only. No responsibility is accepted for any errors or omissions contained within or for any cost incurred in rectifying any work relating to this.
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE DIAGRAM PROVIDED IS FOR GENERAL INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY. THE ADVICE AND INPUT OF A PROFESSIONAL, QUALIFIED, GAS SAFE / MCS INSTALLER MUST BE SOUGHT. VAILLANT IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR INSTALLATIONS OR FOR THE PROFESSIONAL DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM.

Vaillant Group disclaimer: This drawing is supplied for information and general guidance only. No responsibility is accepted for any errors or omissions contained within or for any cost incurred in rectifying any work relating to it.

Vaillant is not responsible for any inaccuracies or omissions in the information and drawings provided to it and upon which it relies when constructing the diagrams.

Any reproduction of the design must have the prior permission of Vaillant.

During the planning, design, installation and later use of the system, all operating instructions must be followed.

In no circumstances shall Vaillant be liable to you or any other third parties for any loss or damage (including, without limitation, damage for loss of business or loss of profits) arising directly or indirectly from your use of or inability to use, this diagram.

During the planning, design, installation and later use of the system, all operating instructions must be followed.

These disclaimers and exclusions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English law.

HEATING BAVIGENCE POINT:

Minimum target flow temperature: 10° (Assumed)

Maximum target flow temperature: 45° (Assumed)

Heat curve: **Site specific

OT switch-off threshold: 30°

Cooling Possible: Yes

Min cooling target flow temp: 10° (Assumed)

Zone activated: Yes

Zone assignment: No assignment

Cyl. charging offset: 15 K

Cyl. charg. anti-cycl. time: 5 min

Domestic hot water

Cylinder: Active

Anti-legio. day: **User preference

Anti-legio. time: **User preference

Cylinder charging offset: 15 K

Cyl. charg. anti-cycl. time: 5 min

sensoCOMFORT System Configuration

Not all settings are displayed, commissioning of the controller should be done diligently; going through each adjustable option with consideration to the property and system requirements.

 invertor diagram code:

FM5 configuration: 3

FM5 MO: Cooling signal

HP control module configuration

MO 2: Circulation pump

MI: Ext. Cooling Mode

Circuit 1:

Circuit type: Heating

OT switch-off threshold: 30°

Heat curve: **Site specific

Min. target flow temperature: 15°

Max. target flow temperature: 45° (Assumed)

Set-back mode: Eco

Room temp. mod.: Inactive

Cooling Possible: No

Circuit 2:

Circuit type: Heating

OT switch-off threshold: 30°

Heat curve: **Site specific

Min. target flow temperature: 15°

Max. target flow temperature: 45° (Assumed)

Set-back mode: Eco

Room temp. mod.: Inactive

Cooling Possible: Yes

Min cooling target flow temp: 10° (Assumed)

Zone 1:

Zone activated: Yes

Zone assignment: No assignment

Zone 2:

Zone activated: Yes

Zone assignment: No assignment

HTG. Circuit(s): 1x RAD - 3rd Party (Heat Only), 1x FCU - 3rd Party (Heat & Cool), Domestic Hot Water: 1x Cylinder

Domestic Hot Water:

HTG. Circuit(s):

1x Cylinder

Control(s):

1x sensoCOMFORT

Appliance(s):

1x aroHERM Mono, ----
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